
Ten Key Steps to

Transformative Change

YOUR 
PURPOSE

Are you ready to engage in

all you were meant to do

and be? Is it time to make

the discovery of a lifetime?
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FOCUS

Why is it so hard to stay focused?

Do you realize what is being said

here? Recognize that you are in a

mind game most of the time. 

ALIGN &

FEEL



DEVELOP YOUR

PRACTICE Does your mind race? 

Is it judgmental? 

Still the mind from its

endless quest to redirect

and judge. Access inner

tools and those gifts that

are all about you. They

await your engagement.

Know that you are not

your mind.



ASK 

WITH

CONSISTENCY

LET UNIVERSE KNOW YOUR DESIRES IN A

WAY OF OWNERSHIP. THIS IS YOUR

RIGHT TO KNOW.

& 

INSISTENCY

It's Why You Are Here...It's Why You Are Here...  



Is this thing too difficult or

elusive to find? You must

believe first. It will be as you

perceive and choose to believe. 

TRUST&

BELIEVE



Do you feel stuck, have a dysfunctional body, or find less rather

than more in all you seek? Learn the keys to what Universal Love

seeks to impart.  Manifest this Love as you bring it into your

being and this world. Do so daily; do so lovingly. 



BECOME AS A CHILD

Engage whimsey and
wonderment. What did you

want to be once upon a time?

Post Title Three



SURRENDER
WHAT YOU DO
NOT KNOW

The surrender

component is key for you

cannot see or know all in

this life. Release beliefs

to allow new insights

and their understandings

to become known.



REFRAME
THE
NEGATIVE

Be Present
   Release judgmental 
        thoughts

Do you feel bad 
about something 
you're not able to 
move beyond? 
Maybe it's time to 
feel and release 
this stuck energy.

Look at those negative occurrences

differently as perfection is not sought

here. These unwanted nuances are

merely the means to know what is 

or is not preferred. They help you to

navigate your life journey.



WHAT
ABOUT
BAD
THINGS

Course Corrections

        Provide Direction
Do you wonder about
that job, marriage, or
some other troubling
experience from your
past? See their value
when you focus again.

mental loop from playing in your mind's

eye, see value in each thing that has

come before. Might you look again?

If you want to stop the 



BE 
GENTLE 
& KIND 

   Give Self-Love
The Law of Attraction is
real. Harbor only those
things you prefer 
to attract more of. 

All is drawn to you by the energy 

you keep. It is a mirror that reflects

back what you cannot see. Locate

energy nestled within in this way.

See the mystery and wonder that

awaits discovery.

Be
 E

as
y on Yourself



10 KEY STEPS 

ESTABLISH YOUR PRACTICE

FOCUS - ALIGN - FEEL   

ASK WITH INSISTENCY & CONSISTENCY

GIVE GRATITUDE

ADD UNIVERSAL LOVE 

and the Means to Self-Discovery

 Begin from your heart space

into the equation of your life 

Maintain better thoughts

to Establish Purpose

Do so today without delay



LOOK FOR THE MYSTERY

BECOME AS A CHILD

TRUST & BELIEVE

REFRAME THE NEGATIVE

SURRENDER

Life is meant to be fun 

 Enlist positivity

Limit self-liminting thoughts

10 KEY STEPS 
and the Means to Self-Discovery

to Establishing Purpose

  And Wonderment

  Always seek more ...



Develop Your Practice 

Take Action  -

Move then this day in a different way 

Do So in Love


